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About This Game

Strap your helmet on and step into the life-like practice facility of Quarterback Snap, an exhilarating football passing game for
HTC Vive. Test your skills as a quarterback in training by racing against the clock to land as many passes as you can in the

hands of your receivers.

You have 90 seconds to grab as many balls as you can, and using that golden arm of yours, send them flying through one of your
six changing receiver targets. Coach Mike will be tracking your stats, so just like one of the greats, you’ll need relentless speed

and precision if you want to make it to the top of the Quarterback Hall of Fame.

River Studios has designed this game to combine the joy of throwing a football in real life with all the fun of an arcade shooting
gallery. Perfect your technique with a few pointers from your Coach before running against the clock. Hit a hot streak and stack

up big point bonuses by keeping your fireballs on target. Compete for the number one QB score at home, with friends and
globally across Steam.

Features:

Life-like training facility, coaching staff and fully spatialized audio provide an unbelievably immersive experience.

Start with 90 seconds on the clock. Time is against you. Move quickly and efficiently to score in this fast paced sprint
for stardom. Don’t let the pressure get to you though, too many missed passes and you’ll be ridin’ bench in no time.
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Keep your head on a swivel to catch passing opportunities from any one of your six receivers. Hit your targets as soon as
they pop up for extra points. These guys can’t stay open for long!

A list of passing stats after every round help you track your progress and compare how you measure up against your
personal best.

Check the three leaderboards (Local, Global & Steam friends) early and often to keep track of your competition. Are
you a big fish in a small pond, or a true Hall of Famer?

Hit a few targets without missing? Well you’re hot now! Throw fireballs to keep the streak alive as long as you can!
Accuracy is rewarded.

Throw an epic round? Well then grab a pen and sign your name in VR for the Hall of Fame.

Pick up a few tips from your coach in the Tutorial mode, or spend a little time perfecting your pass in Training before
putting it on the line in Competition.

Quarterback SNAP is the first HTC Vive game to feature a real 3D character captured with 8i technology.
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Title: Quarterback SNAP
Genre: Action, Casual, Simulation, Sports
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River Studios
Publisher:
River Studios
Release Date: 26 Aug, 2016
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In the vita version, I have every throphy except 10m credits. Now I'm going to do it again.

=_=. Maybe on sale, but not a full price. Seems like something you would find as a flash game on newgrounds.. I chased
chickens with my tractor while wearing an argyle sweater. The guy even looked like me down to the pallid skin tone and red
hair.

∞/10

Actual playbility? Get Farm Simulator and be infinitely happier.. Great game. Remake of the SK Burst and steam version is full
content.
Game run very smooth in 1.02 patch.. Funny and sweet little point-and-click game about canine pirates. It's not that expensive
so if you like adventures you should check this out!

Собаки-пираты и квест старой школы но с одним отличием — все загадки в игре логичны и решаемы, а если уж совсем
голова откажется работать, есть встроенная система подсказок и подсветки интерактивных предметов. За такую цену
вполне себе добротный квест.. This is the best route on Train Sim, even though there is faster routes they all have some quirks.
But this route is just plain awesome the train doesnt drive its self which is so fun, I would highly reccomend this route to
anyone!
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Not bad for a little city builder but right now the experience is a bit shallow. Wait until it's out of EA.. Worth it for the
soundtrack alone.. 4/5
A good puzzle game, could be better though. (more levels)
Nice to personalize your profile.. It's not a bad game. I enjoyed the puzzles, they weren't to hard or to easy. I did have to use hint
on a few puzzles. I had to use the hint button to figure out where to go a few times because there was a lot of back and forth and
constant jumping around from location to location. I enjoyed this game in casual mode and I plan to play it again in expert
mode.. I've tried and tried with this game, but it really is one of the worst games I've ever played. Surely the developers are
volunteers? Took months for the online patch to come out and it's shocking. Connection issues all over so you're lucky if you're
able to return a ball as the game is coming to you seconds later. Matchmaking is non-existent. You can wait for around 20
minutes to get a match and then match the same person 50 times in a row. The player fails to return balls that were easily
returnable making it pot luck as to whether you win a point or not. Sometimes during online you have to play the point several
times, or it gets stuck on the same point until one of you quits (including you both being on the same side of the court).
Sometimes balls are called in or out incorrectly. Altogether it's an incredibly frustrating game to play and as such I will no longer
be playing it.. UPDATE:
Does not look like its being worked on at all anymore, so dont bother. When the Dev works on it more, then I'll update this. Not
until then though.

Early Access Review:
Rough around the edges with work that needs to be done, but keep in mind this is early access, so that is to be expected. In
general, YES, I would recommend this to others IF YOU ARE WILLING TO GIVE FEEDBACK.

If you are looking for a fully created game, then come back in a few months. It does a lot of cool things and hints at even cooler
stuff, so if you want to have a say in what you want this game to look like, then buy it now.

Pros:
-Involved Developer:
This is a developer that genuinely wants to make a good game. They actively seek responses from their audience and are very
engaging. Based on my interactiong with them, I have a great deal of hope they will make good on their promises.
-Unique Management system:
I have never seen something anything like the game building mechanics before and it is really exciting to figure out. You build
each little element of the game you are developing: genre, music, subplots, character, monsters, and more. Being able to name
each element also gets your imagination working. I got attatched to the itty bitty tiny platformer that was my first game. A little
confusing at first, but I will give it a passing grade based on how unique it is. There is a tutorial in the works that will hopefully
clear up some of the confusion. There is still a lot of work to be done, but the developer has stated that fact.
-Cute Art:
Maybe a little basic, but it's cute and the girls ARE NOT bad walking sterotypes.

Cons:
-Unfinished:
What do you expect from an early access game?
-Blandish story:
So far it hints at a fascinating larger story arc and something I would love to explore, but as of right now its mostly a managment
game with a few lines of dialogue here and there, which is fine, but in a VN like format, they need to give us a story to care
about.
-Character development:
They are cute and hint at having really interesting personalities, but all seem a little bland because of how little you interact with
them. Also... all of the team are girls and you are a guy. This is not a bad thing, but if they aren't careful then they could be
dealing with a bad harem trope style game.
-Lunch Time and Shopping:
Unless you have played it at the state the game is in now, you wont really understand just how underwhelming this is. This is
something that needs a lot of work, I want to be able to buy cool things and software and gifts and visit with my friends\/dev
team, but I can't really. I WANT THIS SO BADLY!!!. Critical Mass is a match-4 game played on a rubiks-like cube with a few
different modes that try to do something new with this particular type of puzzle but ultimately don't end up adding much to the
game. My main beef with it is that offline mode is severely crippled--since most of the gameplay is point-based and matched up
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with worldwide online leaderboards, playing offline limits you to about two different play modes. This seems pretty
unneccessary--why not just focus on personal scores and times instead? It's especially annoying for people like me who are on a
metered connection and play offline frequently to avoid overage charges. Even more annoying (for achievement hunters, of
which I am one) is that several of the achievements are effectively broken, since they require the player to, among other things,
reach #1 in the online leaderboards. My other favorite one is subtitled "Play for 100 hours." ...No thanks.

There are a few other little annoyances which I would be willing to overlook if the rest of the game were salavageable, but in
this case just made me dislike the game more. The music track is a simple loop, very short, that you'll need to turn off after a
few minutes to avoid going insane. I did like the game's namesake mechanic in which you're required to clear blocks before the
cube becomes too heavy for the screen and reaches "critical mass." It's basically a time limit for each level, but it kept me
playing the game a little bit longer than I would have otherwise.

I guess if you're not much of an achievement hunter (that one really killed it for me), and aren't on a metered connection or
simply don't mind staying online all the time, and you're looking for a simple puzzle game to kill some time with, you would
probably find Critical Mass enjoyable, but I feel like there are so many other games that have done this one better that you'd be
better off choosing something else.
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